Abstract-This paper proposes a high-speed stereo matching algorithm (HSSM) for ultra-high resolution binocular images. By distinguishing the distances of objects in the acquired images, the size of the left and right images is determined. For example, for nearby objects, the binocular camera collects the left and right images that have large parallaxes and contain so many pixels, which consumes large resources in the process of matching. Therefore, a smaller size image is used to match close-range objects in the proposed algorithm. On the contrary, large-size images are used to match distant objects to ensure the matching accuracy of distant objects, and finally the result of hierarchical matching. Combine and get a disparity map of the left and right images captured by the binocular camera. This kind of matching method similar to image pyramid has been verified by our large number of comparative experiments. Compared with the previous binocular stereo matching algorithm, the binocular stereo matching ultra-high resolution image can be greatly guaranteed under the premise of ensuring accuracy. It reduces the time consumption in the matching process and is highly efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stereo matching is to find the matching pixels between two or more images of the same scene captured by different angles of view, obtain the depth value by obtaining the disparity value between the matched pixels, and solve the three-dimensional information of the object. Dense correspondence between two images is a key problem in computer vision [6] . The stereo matching algorithm mainly estimates the pixel point disparity value by establishing an energy cost function and minimizing the energy cost function. Stereo matching generally consists of four steps, matching cost calculation, cost aggregation, disparity calculation, and parallax refinement. The left-step parallax refinement phase is a process of optimizing the obtained parallax, mainly including: left and right consistency detection, regional voting and other algorithms, which are rarely used in practical applications. The important process of stereo matching is also the matching cost calculation and cost aggregation phase. However, most stereo matching only considers the matching of full-size whole images, which wastes a long time in ultra-high resolution. Based on the reference NL [1] algorithm and its improved algorithm CSCA [2] , our algorithm learns the CSCA [2] multi-scale matching idea human beings generally process stereoscopic correspondence across multiple scales [7] and combines the actual requirements to improve the related. The difference between the present invention and CSCA [2] is that we have more pixels in the picture for the near object, and the parallax is large, and it takes a lot of time to complete the calculation. The distant object contains fewer pixels, and the calculation takes less time. Adjust the balance between the matching accuracy and the matching time, and adopt a layer matching strategy in the matching process. We named our algorithm High-speed Stereo Matching algorithm (HSSM). We use the Middlebury [4] Stereo Vision Website to evaluate our algorithm.
II. HIGH SPEED STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHM
HSSM algorithm mainly includes four steps, matching cost calculation, cost aggregation, disparity calculation, and parallax refinement [13] . Algorithm working principle is shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. Image downsampling
First, down sample the pictures captured by the left and right cameras. This application uses three layers of matching, so we need to down sample twice; select the parallax threshold T 1 , T 2 . The values of T 1 and T 2 calculated here are the values selected by a large number of experiments under the unified consideration of calculation accuracy and calculation time.
B. Calculate the matching cost of pixels
Calculate the matching cost of each pixel, encode each picture by census transformation, and calculate the matching cost of different scales according to different distances [9] .
Select a point in the figure and draw a rectangle of n*n centered on the point (9*9). Each point except the center point in the rectangle is compared with the center point. The value is less than the center point and is recorded as 1, and the gray level is greater than the center point, which is recorded as 0. The resulting census sequence of length (n*n -1) is used to represent the pixel value of the center point.
Determine the point disparity value that needs to be matched on the left and right graphs. If it has already been matched, no matching is needed.
Calculate the similarity of each point by comparing the Hamming distances of the left and right images when you haven't made a match yet, shown in Equation (1).
Here x, y are the encodings of the n-bits of the gray values of the left and right pixels. I represents the left parallax image. Each pixel is the apparent difference of the point. C is the Hamming distance; the smaller the Hamming distance, the higher the similarity. 
C. Aggregate matching cost
A number of edge-preserving filters such as bilateral filter and guided image filter [3] were introduced for cost aggregation.
Referring to NLCA to construct a minimum spanning tree methods for aggregation of matching costs, where the weight of the edge of the minimum spanning tree is at least defined by the distance of the matching cost vector features [10] of the two pixels connecting the edges.
By constructing a minimum spanning tree, the pixel values of a certain point are no longer represented by a certain frame, but the entire image is represented. In this way, the matching cost aggregation is performed, and the pixel information of the entire image is considered, so that the matching effect is better. 
D. Calculating parallax
If the matching point has been matched, and if it has already been matched, retain the current disparity value. Select the disparity value corresponding to the point at which the matching cost is the smallest.
represents the disparity value at the lowest cost.
After the match, we make a judgment to determine whether to retain the disparity value. The nearest object saves the point where the disparity is greater than T 2 , the second layer saves the point where the disparity is greater than T 1 , and the last layer retains all the remaining points. Fig. 4 shows the left and right images captured by the binocular camera. Fig. 5 shows the effect diagram of the matching of this application. The first small image shows the result of the first layer matching, the second one shows the effect picture of the second layer matching, and the last big picture represents the whole picture, we can see out, the near object is matched in the first small image, and the larger the image, the farther the matching distance is.
III. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
In general, the final step of stereo matching is the process of optimizing the obtained parallax, including left and right consistency detection, regional voting and other algorithms [11] , but considering the real-time requirements of the algorithm is relatively high, in practice this step is rarely used in application [8] . So our algorithm removes the parallax refinement step at the time of design. We also remove the step of parallax refinement for the algorithm that we are comparing when doing comparative experiments [12] .
In order to evaluate our algorithm performance, we evaluated the algorithm on the evaluation site Middlebury [4] . In the same experimental environment, we have compared with Non-Local Cost Aggregation Method for Stereo Matching and Cross-Scale Cost Aggregation for Stereo Matching.
A. lab environment
The experiment used HP notebook, which is equipped with Intel core i7-8500 processor whose main frequency is 2.1GHz and the 8G memory.
The software of this system is developed in the Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 environment using C++. OpenCV library is necessary.
B. Middlebury Dataset
The Middlebury [4] benchmark is a de facto standard for comparing existing stereo matching algorithms. In the benchmark, four stereo pairs (Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy, Cones) are used to rank more than 100 stereo matching algorithms. In our experiment, we adopt these four stereo pairs. In addition, we use a training set and a test set with 15 image pairs each, mainly taken from the 2014 datasets.
Evaluation site Middlebury, each of the disparity map evaluation contains several indicators Includes percentage of bad pixels with thresholds of bad0.5, bad1.0, bad2.0, and bad4.0; average absolute and RMS difference errors; and error quantiles A50 (median error), A90, A95, and A99. As mentioned above, all indicators are calculated at full resolution. In addition, we provide a runtime for each method, as well as a runtime that is standardized by the number of pixels and the number of disparity assumptions.
C. Experiment I: Determine the relationship between the average error rate and the change in picture size
First, collect the left and right images of the fixed-size camera, perform different scales of down sampling, and then, after matching by our matching algorithm, use the Evaluation site Middlebury to calculate the average error rate of our matching results. The experimental results are shown in Table I . The base image size is 1460*984. Avgerr_HSSM means the matching average error rate of the HSSM algorithm, Avgerr_NL means the matching average error rate of the HSSM algorithm. Avgerr_CSCA means the matching average error rate of the HSSM algorithm. Scale here means the proportional coefficient of down sampling according to the original image.
Using experimental data, fitting the curve of matching average error rate with size, shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Through this experiment, we can visually see our algorithm Comparison with the NL and CSCA algorithm, as the image size continues to increase; the error rate is increasing, but still higher than the NL, CACA algorithm error rate. But the difference is not obvious. The reason for the higher error here is that we sample the original image twice and match it at different scales according to different threshold scales in the matching process. The down sampling process will cause the original image to be distorted to some extent.
D. Experiment II: Determine the relationship between the average error rate and the change in picture size
First, collect the left and right images of the fixed-size camera, perform different scales of down sampling, and then, after matching by our matching algorithm, the statistics consume time with the size change. The experimental results are shown in Table III . The base image size is 1460*984. Avgerr_HSSM means the matching average error rate of the HSSM algorithm, Avgerr_NL means the matching average error rate of the HSSM algorithm. Avgerr_CSCA means the matching average error rate of the HSSM algorithm. Scale here means the proportional coefficient of down sampling according to the original image.
By using experimental data, we fit the curve of matching average error rate with size, shown in Fig. 8 . Through this experiment, it can be intuitively seen that as the image size continues to increase, the matching time of the three algorithms is increasing, but it can be clearly seen that compared to NL, CSCA algorithm, our algorithm as the size continues to increase, the consumption time increases more slowly. Under large images, our algorithm can consume much less time than NL and CSCA algorithms.
E. Discusion
Through the above experiments, the operational reliability of our algorithm HSSM is proved, although there are some low precision in matching, but compared with other algorithms, the accuracy of matching is very limited, but the matching time is greatly shortened. In the process, the task can meet the time requirements. This advantage will be more obvious for large matching images.
IV. HIGH SPEED STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHM
This algorithm is different from other stereo matching algorithms. It is proposed in the matching cost calculation and adopts the image pyramid matching strategy. When calculating the cost, only the generation value without matching points is calculated, so the calculation can be greatly reduced. The time calculated on the maximum graph can improve the matching speed.
The algorithm proposes and uses the image pyramidbased calculation strategy in the process of calculating the parallax. For the near object, the calculation is performed on the small-scale left and right camera images. When calculating a distant object, first consider whether a match has been made on a small scale, and only the points that have not been matched are calculated. The advantage of this is that it reduces the computation time and also reduces the interference of nearby objects when matching.
